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Body Image Scale 

Week 1 This week my body image is a    

Week 2 Miracle Question

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Week 3 This week my body image is a    

Week 4 This week my body image is a    

Week 5 This week my body image is a    

Week 6 This week my body image is a    

Week 7 This week my body image is a    

Each week, you will rate your body image on this scale. Be honest.

Do not expect a linear progression ever upwards. But, if you find yourself making no progress, or feel stuck at 
a 0, please seek professional help because you may be experiencing a severe body image disorder or suffering 
from clinical depression, which are beyond the scope of this program.

THE SCALE: 0 THROUGH 10 WITH

0 = The moment of my most pronounced body image distress. I am always disgusted by my body. I am always 
thinking of my body. I do not have a single moment of body image peace. 

10 = A perfect body image. I only think kind thoughts about my body. 10 is an unsustainable ideal for mere 
mortals, but nice to imagine.

Week 8 Miracle Question Redux: By now, your  
 answer should be more aspirational than
 in Week 2. And remember, the Miracle  
 should extend throughout the entire day, 
 not just the morning.

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Week 9 This week my body image is a    

Week 10 This week my body image is a    

Week 11 This week my body image is a    

Week 12 This week my body image is a    

Week 13 This week my body image is a    

Week 14 This week my body image is a    

Week 15 This week my body image is a    

Week 16 My overall number is    
The Final Scale

*You may calculate this number by averaging all the weeks, 
or you may simply think about how you feel at the end of the 
program. Some mothers prefer a mathematical result, others 
prefer to scale a more general feeling. Either way is fine.


